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Abstract—An increasing amount of video and image data is
being shared between government entities and other relevant
stakeholders and requires careful handling of personal infor-
mation. A popular approach for privacy protection in such
data is the use of deidentification techniques, which aim at
concealing the identity of individuals in the imagery while still
preserving certain aspects of the data after deidentification. In
this work, we propose a novel approach towards face deidenti-
fication, called k-Same-Net, which combines recent generative
neural networks (GNNs) with the well-known k-anonymity
mechanism and provides formal guarantees regarding privacy
protection on a closed set of identities. Our GNN is able to
generate synthetic surrogate face images for deidentification by
seamlessly combining features of identities used to train the
GNN model. Furthermore, it allows us to guide the image-
generation process with a small set of appearance-related
parameters that can be used to alter specific aspects (e.g., facial
expressions, age, gender) of the synthesized surrogate images.
We demonstrate the feasibility of k-Same-Net in compara-
tive experiments with competing techniques on the XM2VTS
dataset and discuss the main characteristics of our approach.

1. Introduction

In recent years an ever increasing amount of image and
video data are being recorded, stored or processed world-
wide. Key factors that contribute towards this development
are personal gadgets, such as mobile phones or tablets, as
well as other imaging devices (such as surveillance systems,
security cameras and web-cams), which make capturing
images and video footage an easy task. While these trends
have made our life easier in many aspects, care also need to
be taken that the captured data is not misused and the privacy
of people visible in the imagery is adequately protected.

Privacy protection is especially important, when image
and video data is recorded and shared between govern-
ment entities and other relevant stakeholder, which may
be inclined to exploit the data for purposes different from
those for which they were recorded. The main issue here
is how to perform secure data sharing, while at the same
time preventing possible cases of misuse. As illustrated
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Figure 1: The motivation behind deidentification: to prevent
misuse of personal information and ensure privacy protec-
tion when data is shared between government entities or
other relevant stakeholders, the data needs to be appropri-
ately deidentified before being shared.

in Fig. 1, a common approach to address this problem is
deidentification, which conceals personal identifiers present
in data and thus prevents the recovery and misuse of identity
information (e.g. prevents face recognition).

As emphasized by Newton et al. in [26] and Gross
et al. in [8], early deidentification techniques mostly in-
cluded naive approaches, such as blacking-out, pixelation
or blurring, which are not very effective nor suitable for
this task. Blacking-out, for example, puts a black patch over
the original face image to conceal identity. While this guar-
antees anonymity, it also removes all non-identity related
information – including characteristics that could be useful
for further analysis, but do not rely on identity information.
Pixelation and blurring are also considered unsuitable for
deidentification, as they are prone to imitation attacks (i.e.
parrot attack [26]), where a probe image is simply subjected
to the same degradation process as the deidentified images
and can then be again recognized reliably.

More recent techniques from the literature try to over-
come the limitations outlined above and provide formal
guarantees regarding the anonymity of the deidentified data,
e.g., [36], [21], [20]. We build on these techniques and
present in this paper a novel deidentification approach
called, k-Same-Net. The proposed approach exploits a re-
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cent class of generative models, i.e., generative neural net-
works (GNNs), and combines them with a formal anonymity
scheme. The generative model is capable of synthesizing
natural, realistic-looking surrogate faces for deidentification
and parameterizes some of the visual characteristics of the
synthesized data. This property makes it possible to retain
certain attributes of the original data, while replacing sensi-
tive personal traits with synthetic content. We demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed approach on a closed of
facial images and show comparative results for competing
techniques from the literature. We observe that k-Same-Net
generates convincing surrogate faces without artifacts and is
flexible enough to ensure that selected aspects of the data
(such as facial expressions, age or gender) can be retained
even after deidentification if needed.

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are:

• We introduce a novel algorithm for face de-
identification, called k-Same-Net, that is based on
a formal privacy protection scheme and relies on
generative neural networks (GNNs).

• We present qualitative results that show how our
approach is capable of preserving certain aspects of
the data after deidentification.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2 we review the related work including exist-
ing deidentification approaches and the recently introduced
generative neural networks. In Section 3 we introduce our
new deidentification approach called k-Same-Net combin-
ing generative models and a formal anonymity model. In
Section 4 we discuss the experimental part and describe the
datasets used for experimentation. We also provides some
deidentification examples and highlight the merits of our
approach in this section. Section 5 concludes the paper and
suggests some future research directions.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section we briefly describe relevant work from
the literature. We first discuss existing deidentification tech-
niques and then proceed to a short overview of generative
deep models.

K-anonymity and face deidentification: Many of the
existing deidentification techniques from the literature are
based on formal privacy-protection schemes, such as k-
anonymity [36], L-diversity [21] or t-closeness [20], which
provide theoretical guarantees about the anonymity of the
deidentified data. In the field of face deidentification, k-
anonymity is likely the most popular among the existing
schemes and inspired the family of so-called k-Same de-
identification algorithms, e.g., [26], [8], [10].

The main idea of the k-Same family of algorithms is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The algorithms take a closed set of
N images as input I = {I1, I2, . . . , IN} and produce a
set of N deidentified images D = {D1, D2, . . . , DN} that
cannot be linked to the inputs in an unambiguous manner.
Here, anonymity is ensured by identifying clusters of k
images in the input-image set I and replacing all k images

Input Image Set Deidentified Image Set
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Figure 2: Illustration of the idea behind the k-anonymity
mechanisms. The input images set I on the left is mapped
to the deidentified image set D on the right. Anonymity is
ensured by replacing k images from I with the same sur-
rogate image. To preserve some of the information content
of the original images, the surrogate images are computed
as cluster centroids of the original images in I. The figure
shows an example for k = 2.

of each cluster with the corresponding cluster centroid. As
a result, the deidentified image set D contains k copies
of each computed centroid and, consequently, each image
(or centroid) in D bears similarities with all k images in
the corresponding cluster. The outlined procedure makes it
impossible to link any individual from D to the individuals
from I with a probability higher than 1/k and provides
formal guarantees with respect to the anonymity of the
deidentified data. Note that these guarantees apply only if
the images in I belong to exactly N identities and, hence,
each subject in I is represented with a single image only.

The original k-Same algorithm, proposed by Newton et
al. in [26], operates directly in the pixel space and, therefore,
preserves visual characteristics of all k images of each clus-
ter in the cluster centroids. The motivation for the algorithm
comes from the fact that: i) replacement of all images in
the k-sized clusters of I with the same surrogate images
ensures anonymity, and ii) selecting the cluster centroids (of
similar faces) as the surrogates minimizes information loss
during deidentification. These properties are illustrated in
Fig. 2, where sample deidentification results for the original
k-Same approach are presented. As can be seen, the deiden-
tified images still preserve some of the visual information
contained in the original images, but also exhibit ghosting
effects that appear as a consequence of poor alignment of
the images in I.

To address these limitations an extension of the k-Same
algorithm was presented by Gross et al. in [9]. The algo-
rithm, named k-Same-Model or k-Same-M, extends the idea
of k-anonymity to Active Appearance Models (AAMs) and
applies the deidentification procedure in the AAM parameter
space. Because AAMs ensure better alignment between im-
ages, the surrogate faces feature almost no ghosting effects
and appear more realistic. Nevertheless, some potentially
useful information (pertaining, for example, to facial expres-
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Figure 3: Overview of the k-Same-Net deidentification approach. Similar to other k-Same algorithms, each image in the
input set I on the left is mapped to an image in the deidentified image set D on the right with k images from I mapping to
the same image in D. The surrogate faces in D are generated by a GNN that is trained to produce identities from a proxy
image set P . Other visual characteristics of the generated surrogate faces (pertaining, for example, to facial expressions,
age, gender, etc.) are defined by a set of non-identity related parameters of the GNN and depending on the application can
be easily modified during the deidentification with k-Same-Net.

sions) may still get lost during the deidentification process
due to the averaging step.

Many extensions of the above approach have been pro-
posed in the literature focusing mainly on improving the
naturalness of the deidentified faces and preservation of as
much of the non-identity-related information in the original
images as possible. These include the k-Same-select [8] and
k-Diff-furthest [35] to name a few.

For more information on face deidentification the reader
is referred to [34], where a recent survey on this topic is
presented.

Generative deep neural networks: Generative deep
neural networks (GNNs) represent recent generative models
capable of synthesizing artificial naturally looking images
of any object and are, therefore, also highly suitable for the
task of deidentification.

Goodfellow et al. [7], for example, proposed so-called
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), which combine
two contradictive deep architectures: a basic generative
model that synthesizes artificial images and a second dis-
criminator network that tries to classify the synthesized im-
age is either real or artificially generated. The main idea here
is to train the discriminator network as a standard classifier
to distinguish between two image sources (real or artificial)
and the generative network as a generative model capable of
fooling the discriminator network. Back-propagation is used
with both the discriminator and the generator network to find
how the generators parameters should be changed in order
to make the generated samples slightly more challenging
for the discriminator. Once the training is completed, the
generator network outputs images that are indistinguishable
from real images for the discriminator and also look visually
convincing for human observers.

Dosovitskiy et al. [4] introduced a generative neural
network (GNN), capable of drawing 2D images of 3D

objects given the object style, viewpoint and color. The
network architecture used in this work is identical to the
standard Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures
commonly used for classification, but is turned “upside-
down”, which makes it possible to generate synthetic images
given high-level information. Thus, instead of learning a
classification problem, the authors demonstrate how to gen-
erate images from their high-level descriptions. The input
parameters consist of three vectors: one-hot encoding of the
model identity (which defines the style), azimuth and eleva-
tion of the camera position, and the parameters of additional
artificial transformations applied to the images. The higher
network layers first build a shared, high dimensional hidden
object representation from the input parameters, whereas
the latter layers generate an image and object segmentation
mask from the shared hidden representation.

While several other generative models have been intro-
duced recently in the literature, e.g., [16], [30], [2], we build
on the work of Dosovitskiy et al. [4] in this paper and
build our k-Same-Net algorithm around this class of GNNs.
Note, however, that the same idea could be extended to other
model architectures as well.

3. Neural-Network-Based Deidentification

In this section, we introduce the proposed k-Same-Net
algorithm. We first present a short overview of the approach,
then discuss how deidentification and information preserva-
tion is achieved and finally describe the generative part of
k-Same-Net including its architecture and training.

3.1. k-Same-Net Overview

A high-level overview of the k-Same-Net approach is
presented in Fig. 3. Similar to other algorithms from the



k-Same family, our approach operates on a closed set of
N input images I corresponding to N distinct identities.
The algorithm maps the input set I to a target set of
deidentified images D, but unlike existing techniques relies
on an additional proxy set of images P to implement the
mapping. With our approach, formal anonymity guarantees
are again ensured by replacing clusters of k-images from
I with the same surrogate faces. However, different from
competing techniques from the literature (such as [26] or
[9]), these surrogate faces are not generated through image
or model-parameter averaging, but are synthesized with a
generative neural network (GNN) and, therefore, bear no
visual similarities with the original images from I. More
importantly, potentially useful information of the original
images is preserved with k-Same-Net by exposing a set
of appearance-related parameters at the input side of the
GNN that affect the visual characteristics of the synthesized
images (e.g., facial expression, age, gender, etc.) but not the
identity. This approach differs significantly from competing
solutions in this field, as useful information is “added back”
to the deidentified images (as needed), instead of preserving
parts of the appearance of the original images explicitly.

3.2. Deidentification with k-Same-Net

Consider a set of N input images I = {I1, . . . , IN}
belonging to N identities and a second (proxy) set of M
images P = {P1, . . . , PM} corresponding to Q identities,
where M,Q ≥ N . Furthermore, assume that our goal is to
map the images in I to a target set of deidentified images
D = {D1, . . . , DN} in such a way that no relation between
the subjects in I and the images in D can be established
without ambiguity.

With the original k-Same algorithm, clusters of k images
are generated from I based on image similarities and used
to define surrogate faces Di (for i = 1, . . . , N ) for deiden-
tification (see Section 2 for details). It is straight forward
to extend this approach to proxy clusters defined over P as
long as the number of generated clusters for the image sets I
and P is the same and a one-to-one correspondence between
the clusters is established. Replacing all k images of each
cluster of I with the same surrogate images achieves so-
called k-anonymity, where linking a deidentified image to
one of the identities in I is limited to a guess with a success
probability of 1/k, regardless of how the surrogate faces are
defined1. It is, therefore, possible to compute surrogate faces
for deidentification from a proxy image set P , that can in
general contain an arbitrary number identities, Q, as long
as the same number of clusters can be computed as for
the image set I, i.e., Q ≥ N . Under these conditions, the
proxy set P can be used as the training set for the GNN,
and synthetic face images produced by the GNN can serve
as surrogate faces for deidentification.

It needs to be noted that surrogate faces could also be
generated based on a single identity from the proxy set P
for each cluster of I. However, for practical reasons, we

1. The reader is referred to [26] for a formal proof.

generate the synthetic images of the k-Same-Net approach
based on multiple (i.e., k) identities and, therefore, deal
only with artificial identities and not synthetic images of
real people present in our training data.

3.3. k-Same-Net and Data Utility

While the main goal of deidentificaton is facilitating data
anonymity, the current trend in this area is to also ensure
suitable levels of data utility after deidentification. With k-
Same-Net we preserve (or better said retain) some of the
information content in the original images by probing the
input images for certain characteristics and then feed the
results of this probing procedure to the GNN to generate
images in accordance with the identified (or desired) char-
acteristics. For example, if our goal is to preserve facial
expressions after deidentification, we first recognize the
facial expressions in the input data and then generate the sur-
rogate faces in accordance with the identified expressions.
This procedure is performed for each image separately, so
after deidentification images from the same cluster of I
are deidentified with a surrogate face of the same target
identity but may differ in terms of facial expressions. Such
an approach allows us to devise selective deidentification
schemes tailored towards specific target applications, where
only certain visual attributes of the input images are pre-
served, while others are removed completely.

3.4. GNN Architecture and Algorithm Summary

The main component of our k-Same-Net approach is
the generative neural network (GNN) recently proposed in
[4] and later extended for face synthesis by M.D. Flynn2.
The network consist of a hierarchy of fully-connected and
deconvolutional layers and once trained is able to generate
synthetic surrogate faces D given: i) information about the
k identities in the relevant proxy cluster of P encoded in the
vector x, and ii) information about the non-identity related
appearance characteristics of D encoded in the appearance-
parameter vector y:

D = GNN(x,y). (1)

Training of the GNN requires an appropriately annotated
training set with labels spanning all appearance characteris-
tics that need to be altered during image generation. While
there is no strict limit with respect to the number of input
parameters and appearance variations our GNN can handle,
it is necessary that suitable labels exist for all images present
in the training set.

A summary of the complete k-Same-Net algorithm is
given by Algorithm 1.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section we present qualitative experiments to
demonstrate the feasibility of our k-Same-Net deidentifica-
tion approach. We first discuss the datasets used for network

2. https://zo7.github.io/blog/2016/09/25/generating-faces.html
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Figure 4: Examples of synthetic images generated by the generative neural network (GNN). The GNN can produce various
facial expressions for every identity. Each synthesized face shown is a mixture of k identities from the training (or proxy) set
with k = 2 for the presented examples. Note that all images appear natural and show no visible artifacts (such as ghosting
or other non-naturally looking patterns).

Algorithm 1: k-Same-Net
Input : Input image set I, proxy image set P ,

parameter k, trained GNN
Output: Deidentified image set D

1 Compute clusters of k-images from I
2 Compute clusters of k-identities from P
3 Define correspondence f between clusters of I and P
4 for each image Ii ∈ I do
5 Encode k-identities from P in identity vector x

based on cluster correspondence f
6 Define appearance-parameter vector y based on

relevant recognition procedure applied to Ii
7 Generate deidentified surrogate face Di based on

GNN and add to D
8 end

training and experimentation and then present deidentifica-
tion examples that illustrate some of the key characteristics
of k-Same-Net.

4.1. Datasets

To train the GNN needed for k-Same-Net we use the
RaFD dataset [18]. RaFD is a high quality image dataset,
containing 67 subjects with 8 different facial expression
(anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, contempt
and neutral). Each subject is captured under three different
gaze directions and from five camera angles with all 8 facial
expressions. From these images we select only frontal im-

ages displaying 57 adult subjects for our training procedure,
resulting in a training set size of 456 facial images.

The RaFD dataset is highly suitable for training the
generative network for k-Same-Net since it includes aligned
high-quality facial imagery taken in a controlled environ-
ment with uniform background and most importantly be-
cause it ships with facial-expression annotations that can
be used to demonstrate some of the advantages of our
deidentification technique.

To evaluate our deidentification approach we use the
XM2VTS dataset [24]. We take only a few images/frames
from this dataset to illustrate how the k-Same-Net compares
to other deidentification techniques and how neural-network-
based deidentification can be applied to facial images.

4.2. Network Training

We train our GNN with images from the RaFD dataset
and rely on the implementation of M.D. Flynn available
from GitHub3 for the training. The network is trained with
back-propagation using stohastic gradient descent and the
Adam optimizer. The batch size is set to 16, the learning rate
to 0.001 and the number of epochs is limited to 500 [23].
The training requires approximately 24 hours on a desktop
CPU with 32GB of ram and a TitanX GPU.

Once the network is trained, it is able to output facial
images of artificial identities with various facial expressions
as seen in the examples in Fig. 6. The synthesized images
shown here are generated by mixing two identities from
the training set (or in other words, selecting k = 2), so

3. https://github.com/zo7/deconvfaces
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Figure 5: Deidentification results (from top to bottom): the
original images, pixelated images, the k-Same algorithm
(k = 2), and the k-Same-Net approach (k = 2).

none of the depicted subjects represents a real person. The
blue boxes show the image area that represents the surrogate
faces, Di, needed for deidentification.

4.3. Deidentification Examples

We now present a few illustrative deidentification results
based on a selection of images from the XM2VTS dataset.
In Fig. 5 the top row shows original XM2VTS images
that form our input set I and the second row shows the
same set of images in the same orther but deidentified
with a naive approach, where the images in I are simply
down-sampled to hide the identities. Note that while some
facial feature are concealed, a simple imitation attack may
suffice to successfully link the naively deidentified images
to the originals. The third row of images shows sample
results for the original k-Same algorithm for k = 2. Here,
anonymity is guaranteed and it is impossible to link any
image from the deidentified image set to the originals with
a probability higher than 0.5 (i.e., 1/k = 1/2). However,
the quality and naturalness of the deidentified images is
questionable as artifacts appear due to misalignment of the
original images. Our approach, shown in the last row of
Fig. 5, also comes with anonymity guarantees and produces
natural and realistic deidentification results without artifacts.

A key characteristic of the k-Same-Net approach is the
possibility of preserving specific non-identity related infor-
mation (such as facial expressions) of the original images,
while concealing facial identity cues with the artificially
generated surrogate faces. Fig. 6 illustrates this characteristic
on another set of images from the XM2VTS dataset. Here,
the top row again shows original images with two new im-
ages that were not present in Fig. 5 that are highlighted red.
These two images form a cluster and are, therefore, replaced
with the same surrogate face images during deidentification,
as shown in the second row of Fig. 5, where our k-Same-Net
approach was applied, but the same appearance-parameter
vector y (see Eq. (1)) was used for all images. The last row
shows an oracle-type of experiment under the assumption
that the facial expression of the input images are known and
illustrates how facial expressions can be preserved if needed.

Original

k-Same-Net 

k-Same-Net
(data utility)

Figure 6: Preserving data utility. The top row shows the orig-
inal images, the second row shows images deidentified with
k-Same-Net without preserving any of the input information
and the last row shows k-Same-Net results where the facial
expression of the originals was retained in the deidentified
images. Note that the two images that are marked red belong
to the same cluster (k = 2) and have been deidentified in
the last row using the same artificial target identity, but a
different facial expression.

The two images from the input set that are marked with red
are still deidentified using the same artificial target identity,
but now exhibit different facial expressions. Under the as-
sumption that the facial expressions cannot be exploited for
identity inference, the upper bound on the reidentification
performance still equals to 1/k.

Note that in practical implementations the analytical part
of the k-Same-Net approach that estimates the properties
and visual characteristics of the input images would have
to be implemented with existing techniques. Due to recent
advancements in the areas of facial landmarking [15], [37],
[33], [29], [13], [38], facial expression recognition [14], [3],
[25], [1], [28], [6], age estimation [39], [32], [11], [27], [17],
gender recognition [12], [22] and a like [19], [31], there
are several techniques with open-source implementations
available that can be used for this task. To improve the
analytical part of our approach, an additional analysis of
other biometric traits could be added (e.g. soft biometrics
[5]).

5. Conclusion

In this work we combined generative neural networks
(GNNs) and a formal privacy protection scheme to per-
form face deidentification. The approach entitled k-Same-
Net utilizes a GNN to generate synthetic face images for
deidentification, but enables preservation of selected non-
identity related features (such as facial expressions, gender
or age). Our future work will focus on assessing issues
related to contextual information, which is known to degrade
the effectiveness of deidentification. Since generative models
represent the current state-of-the-art in the field of content
generation, we expect that more generative approaches will
be seen in the field of deidentifcation following a similar
methodology.
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